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The LowTide notes that griptruck
driver
Hank
VanApeldoorn has been
sporting a fancy mountain
bike around set these days,
looking more excited and vibrant
than anyone has seen him in a
long time. He's been asking the
other truck drivers to lower their
tailgates at an angle so he can do
jumps off of them and the interns
report that he's been trying to get
them to lay down so he can jump
over them. We decided to find out
why.
LowTide(LT): So Hank, what’s with the fancy
new bicycle?
Hank (HVA): Cool ain’t it? Want to try it out?
LT: Maybe later Hank, we were just wondering
why you’re riding around set so much these
days. We thought you were a motorcycle guy
from way back.
HVA: Yeah, I’ve got four cycles back at home, but
I can’t ride ‘em on set. This little baby is
whisper quiet though!
(At this point Hank rode away from us, jumped a
curb, tried to do a wheelie and veered off into a pile
of cable the electricians had left on the sidewalk.
We resumed our interview after Sue Carter went
back to set)
LT: All these bicycle stunts are new for you Hank,
what gives?
HVA: Okay (ouch), I never told anybody this, but
I’ve always wanted to do motorcycle stunts –
you know, like driving over fourteen burning
school buses. I have a notebook full of stunts
that I’ve dreamed up and planned out. But
you just can’t make a good living jumping
over pits of alligators and hoops of aciddipped razor wire, so I gave up on my dream
about ten years ago. I decided to go for the
steady work of the film business.
LT: Right... So, why the change? Has your dream
been revived?
HVA: You bet it has! When I heard that the son of
the King of Jumps was going to be in this
movie I was like a little kid again. Susan even
started calling me wiggle-britches. See, I
figure that if he sees how good I am on the
bicycle, he might ask me to join his Dad’s
stunt team.
LT: He who?
HVA: You know, the dude playing Bobby Jones!
Jim Knievel.
LT: Um, Hank, it’s “Caviezel”.
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The FILM-GA license plates were
designed as a way for us to promote
Georgia's Film Industry. It is our goal
to get this design passed through the
state legislature for a prestige license
plate that State residents could select
to buy in lieu of the standard license
plate, We hope to accomplish this goal
by 2005. In the meantime, you may
elect to buy a promotional concepttags featuring this design. The concept
tags sell for $20, proceeds go back into
the effort to promote this idea. The
concept
tags are printed on
commercial-grade sign-vinyl and are
printed withwith UV-resistant inks and
have a moisture resistant lamination.
Think of how cool your car would look
with one of these tags on the front!
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THE ELECTRIC-BOYS GOLF BALL

o

ne day last week Ziggy was playing with
a Styrofoam coffee cup, some frayed
bandit and some stuff that he'd found in
Crowley's gloves. The next thing we knew,
he had invented the bounciest darn balls
we've ever seen, and you know that we
electricians enjoy a good game of golf. Now
that we have interns to carry the 12K's
around set for us we've had more time to
spend on our balls, and once you've played
with one of one of Ziggy's balls you're going
to demand another one. People who have
THE ELECTRIC-BOYS
played with Ziggy's ball say that they are the
most reliable balls for driving, approaching
and putting. The Electric-Boys brand balls improve upon acquaintance the more one plays with them the better that person likes them.
The Electric-Boys Ball is coming into its own in Chicago. At the
Westward Ho! Golf Course, Chicago, the 8th inst., the three leading
players in the tournament used Ziggy's Electric-Boys Balls. Mr. Runcie
Martin established on that day a new amateur record on that course of 72
for the 18 holes. Mr. Jim Caviezel, a popular Bobby Jones impressionist,
swears by Ziggy's Electric-Boys Brand Balls saying, "They are like eating a
ham sandwich at a nice delicatessen or something."
THE ELECTRIC-BOYS GOLF BALL, $24.50 PER DOZEN

ZIGLER & McCLEAN

99 Krog Street , Atlanta, Ga.
84 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
18 West 30th St., New York City

Production Supervisor Katie Troebs
insists on working with a birthday
cake on her desk at all times. “When
I was seven years old I loved
Cowboys, Indians, birthday cakes
and Johnny Carson. Now that I’m
all grown up and in charge of things,
I decided that I wanted Cowboys,
Indians, birthday cakes and Johnny
Carson all the time.”
Every morning at 6am two of the
Compass Arts interns arrive early to
pop a copy of Johnny Carson’s
Greatest Shows into Katie’s VCR
before heading down to the kitchen
Katie says she likes Tuesdays the best to begin baking cakes. Generally
because Baskin Robbins put the Katie only requires two cakes (one
previous week's ice cream cakes up for for before lunch, one for after
sale at half price.
lunch), but occasionally the cake
gets handed out sooner and a backup cake is required. The office staff has
grown accustomed to this practice, but when they discuss the cake you can
tell that they’ve grown weary of the entire process.
Winnie Murungi explains: “Everyone has gotten used to getting here early
to let the interns make the cakes, and I don’t think any of us even notice Ed
McMahon’s grunting laugh anymore. But it hasn't been a cakewalk; Jalyn
has developed a condition where even the slightest scent of birthday cake
nauseates him for hours. That’s why he sounds muffled over the
telephone; he’s wearing a special filtration mask that Dr. Kaufmann
prescribed him. We all love Katie, but nobody is taking the cake anymore
and there are flies everywhere. I wish that somebody could break it to her
gently because I’m getting pretty pissed off about the whole deal.”

Let Me Teach You The Sport Of Kings!
"OH No I will never learn to play golf." How many times
have you said this to yourself? I am here to tell you that
you CAN learn to play golf quickly and effectively. Did
you know that Scottish men don't wear underwear
underneath their kilts? Well I will tell you that if you
learned to play golf that you can also do without the
encumberence of underwear or any other type of loose
fitting clothing. I have taught the game of golf to the
stars of Stage and Screen, to baseball players and
politicians, to Kings AND Queens. I help them to construct a golf course in their mind's eye,
allowing them to develop the proper muscle control to play upon a real golf course.

����������������

THE WALKER METHOD
OF PHYSIOLOGICAL EXERCISE
I will teach you to loosen up your muscles, then to tone them up to make them so supple
that old men will see as much improvement as young men. But most important of all,
my method will train the muscles to obey your will exactly and instantly. You will be
able to concentrate on the game of golf and forget about your underwear entirely. If you
doubt this, write to The American Golfer, and ask if I can make good my claims. Write
today and let me tell you what I can do for you. My method takes only a few minutes a
day, is prescribed and laid out to fit your individual needs. It means no dieting or other
annoying restrictions. It is a pleasure instead of a burden, and it works permanent
benefits.

Many people have written in to ask why Set Costumer
Kelly Brennan left “Stroke of Genius” before the end
of principal photography. The LowTide can now
reveal that Miss Brennan is in preparation to begin a
nationwide book signing tour for her new book “From
Rags To Britches”, the inspirational autobiography of
a saucy young Mississippi girl who works her way up
from begging college graduates for handouts to
hemming the pants of movie stars portraying college
students. This book would be a great gift for people
interested in film production, costume design or
animal husbandry. The tell-all nature of the book may
not be suitable for all audiences as it contains graphic
descriptions of Kelly’s days in a catfish breeding
plant, details of her torrid romance with the King of
the Hobos and scandalous photos from her days as a
cage-dancer in Muddy Bottoms Buffet-a-go-go. More
than a few of our staff members are hoping to get
Kelly to sign those photos personally, at a nice
restaurant, over a playful glass of wine.
Kelly Brennan is tentatively scheduled to make a
promotional appearance on the Today show on
November 16th, pending the outcome of a libel lawsuit
instituted by representatives of the Gentlemen’s
Catfish Farming League of Greater Mississippi.

COLDWELL CAMERA DOLLIES
HAND, HORSE AND STEAM POWERED

Dumb & Dumberer
Sweet Home Alabama
Remember The Titans
Fighting Temptations
The Clearing
Drumline

and many other leading
Television and Feature Films
of America are using
Coldwell's Motor and Indoor
Camera Dollies.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

J. EDMUND WALKER
311 MAIN STREET

WORCESTER, MASS.

COLDWELL

40 Coldwell Street

LAWN

MOWER
NEWBURGH, N.Y.

CO.
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ADVERTISEMENT

This weekend marks the opening of driver Roy Rogers’ newest
venture: the “Honeywagon of Horror”. In a hand-written press
release, Roy explains that he will surround his honeywagon with
an elaborate maze made out of black plastic garbage bags
draped over wardrobe racks. A hand-selected group of
Teamsters will act as guides, leading ticket-holders through a
series of terrifying rooms like “The Toilet That Wouldn’t Flush”,
“The Ghost Of Becker’s Poop” and “The Man Who Dropped
His Radio In The Second Commode".
The introduction of this sensational new attraction has
increased tensions within the ranks of the Teamsters
organization, particularly among the men who started this
Halloween-themed trend last year. Dean Stephens and Roy
Grace have been aggressively reminding crewmembers that this
will be the second year of their own “Tow-Plant of Terror”,
promising bigger thrills, bigger chills, more monsters and “three
times more diesel fumes than last year”. Grace has been
feigning an injury for the last several days as a cover story as he
practiced how to walk like Frankenstein’s Monster.
Not to be outdone, drivers Chuck Graydon and Johnny
Poucher have been quietly passing out napkins with crudely
drawn figures that have been interpreted as scary ghosts by
some, fried chicken by others. There is a bit of confusion
between the two men as to the title of this rogue venture.
Graydon claims that it will be called the “Stakebed of Scariness”
while Poucher says that “You can call it anything you want as
long as you quit flappin’ your mouth and hand me five dollars
already you little...”

Ladies, meet 31 year-old Shawn Gray; a
vital member of the production office staff
and an eligible bachelor waiting for the
right girl to come along and sweep him off
his size 12 feet. This young man is quite
the catch and all the girls want to get to
know him better, meaning that his dance
card is always full. Shawn likes fiddle
music, climbing rope ladders and long
walks to the dumpster. In his free time he
enjoys discussions of Russian Topographic
Parallelism, trapping errant fruit flies and
delivering an intense six-minute oratory of
President
Benjamin
Harrison’s
inauguration speech (his favorite part is
the portion concerning the Dakotas). If
you’re a wealthy woman, 60 or older, who
might enjoy the company of a catch like
Shawn, please call the production office
and ask for the “Shawn Gray Special”.
FOR SALE

Mountain Bike - fair condition, all offers considered,
must go to an excellent trick rider - See Hank
VanApeldoorn for details.

SCANDAL

In what has to be the biggest scandal to hit the pages of the LowTide since our last issue, we have
received reliable information that undercover agents of the United States Customs Department are
investigating various individuals on the crew of Stroke of Genius. Two weeks ago, DVDs of a
movie entitled Bootleg Jones : Surf Genius began appearing in well-known pirate markets like
Singapore, the Czech Republic, Upper Botswana, The People's Republic of Turkmekistan and
Unincorporated Sandy Springs. Per procedure, new bootleg titles are reported by field agents,
which automatically triggers a domestic investigation
Our informant provided us with a copy of the bootleg DVD and the footage found on that disc is
damning evidence that parties affiliated with Stroke of Genius are not only guilty of bootlegging the
nearly-completed film, they are guilty of assembling the worst bootleg movie our staff has ever seen.
While the bootleg DVD does use portions of footage from Stroke of Genius, all the shots are from offset and were obviously recorded with a consumer-grade camcorder. Missing from the bootleg is the
glorious footage from Scotland, the scenes from Bobby’s childhood and just about any reference to the
game of golf. The bootleg replaces key golf matches with stock footage of surfboarding contests from
the 1950’s, girls in bikinis and what appears to be a drunken Brett Rice standing on a surfboard in his
hotel bathroom singing the Canadian national anthem. The song “Real Wild Child” plays incessantly
throughout the rest of the 30 minute film, which also features a strangely disturbing 2 minute sequence of
Teamsters fighting over an anchovy pizza.
Customs officials were unwilling to speak on record, but a highly-placed source indicates that Producer
Kim Dawson is a “person of interest” in this investigation. Dawson, who was an original surf-boy, may
have ties to The People's Republic of Turkmekistan and has been spotted filming near set.

Professor Lance Von Totten
predicts that this season looks
to be the gassiest ever recorded
on the McGoran Emission Scale.
He is advising extreme caution in
the vicinity of Peter's rear-end.

Oh no! You missed an issue of
the LowTide? You say you let
an extra borrow yours and you
never got it back? Well relax
kids, now you can download
every issue of the LowTide from
DREWPROPS.COM any time you'd like!
From Dumb & Dumberer to Sweet Home
Alabama to Aaron Spelling, they're all there
for your download pleasure!

www.drewprops.com/code/downloads.html
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Awards Ceremony Marred By Riot

Four interns jailed, Clinton "not a suspect at this time"
In what was to have been the crowning moment of a successful
internship program, the producers of the independent feature film
"Stroke of Genius" watched on in horror Wednesday night as an
awards ceremony turned into a battle zone. The event, billed as
"The Compass Arts Intern Awards", started off as an elegant affair
in the main ballroom of the Georgian Terrace Hotel. Most all of
the young men and women who have worked as interns on the
Bobby Jones film were in attendance; every one of them dressed
in formal attire. A 1920's style jazz band played during dinner and
the awards ceremony began shortly after the dessert course was
served. Everything was proceeding smoothly until the Best SetPA award was about to be read by presenters Megan Nash and
Rick Eldridge. Police reports indicate that an eager young intern
named Jake Wynant stood up in his chair and started screaming a
litany of radio chatter he'd picked up over the last five weeks. The
phrases "Copy that Gold Leader!", "Ra-Honda go to Two!", The Georgian Terrace Hotel was built in 1911
subsequently dubbed "The Grande
"Officers, release traffic!" and "That's lunch for a half!" echoed and
Dame" of Atlanta's famous Peachtree Street.
through the historic ballroom, frightening attendees and presenters
alike. When Wynant pitched a slice of cheesecake toward the stage, bedlam ensued. An estimated
$5,000 of damage was done to the hotel's ballroom and 15 people were sent to Crawford Long for
observation after receiving cuts, bruises and bitemarks. One person suffered a broken arm but we have
as of yet not been given the name of the victim. As this issue went to press representatives of the
Compass Arts program would not respond to our requests for an interview.
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ALL PROCEEDS FROM THIS EDITION
OF THE LOWTIDE NEWSLETTER
WILL BE DONATED TO THE
HAMMER & BRUSH FUND OF AMERICA
IN HONOR OF OUR CONSTRUCTION
AND SCENIC CREWS

(THIS EDITION IS FREE)
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